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• Successful on 7 of 7 assignments
• Five of these are contingent searches
• Historically, we would have expected to succeed on 1, 2, or 3 
• At 36%, the chance of succeeding on all five: 0.6%
• T-test: Fishers exact p-value = 0.009











Hard copies of incoming/ 
active/outgoing files
5S for Transactional Processes
• Sleep on side
• Increased sleep by 35 
min/night
• 98.4% confidence (p-value 
= .0016)
• Effect: doesn’t enhance 
peak hours, extends them.
• Increasing availability of 
the constraint is a very big 
deal.
A Quick Side Trip…
• Sales is a process.  The best salesmen are experts in 









To be determined by research.
To be determined by experimentation.
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